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Abstract—With the development of e-commerce, a growing
number of people prefer to purchase medicine online for the sake
of convenience. However, it is a serious issue to purchase medicine
blindly without necessary medication guidance. In this paper, we
propose a novel cloud-based medicine recommendation, which
can recommend users with top-N related medicines according
to symptoms. Firstly, we cluster the drugs into several groups
according to the functional description information, and design
a basic personalized medicine recommendation based on user
collaborative filtering. Then, considering the shortcomings of
collaborative filtering algorithm, such as computing expensive,
cold start, and data sparsity, we propose a cloud-based approach
for enriching end-user Quality of Experience (QoE) of medicine
recommendation, by modeling and representing the relationship
of the user, symptom and medicine via tensor decomposition.
Finally, the proposed approach is evaluated with experimental
study based on a real dataset crawled from Internet.

Index Terms—Cloud; QoE; Medicine Recommendation; Col-
laborative Filtering; Clustering; Tensor Decomposition

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of information technology, the

most advanced technologies are implemented in the

field of health care [1] [2]. With the popularization of medical

knowledge and the explosion of e-commerce, a growing num-

ber of people try to purchase medicine via online pharmacies,

such as Drugstore [3]. Because of no limitation in terms of

time, space and region, online pharmacies are more convenient

than the traditional pharmacies. In addition, customers can get

detailed information of drug and user rating on line. Best of

all, because online pharmacies can reduce the cost of storage,

sales and employees, the price of medicine will be cheaper

than the normal pharmacies generally. However, there are

following issues of purchasing medicine online in spite of its

convenience:

• Validity: There is a high risk of buying the noneffective

even wrong medicine because of the illegal and exagger-

ated information on the website.

• Reliability: The most challenge is purchasing medicine

online without professional instruction. The nonprofes-

sionalities, such as ignoring the interaction of multiple

medicines, using medicine repeatedly, etc., would cause

serious consequence for the patients.

In order to provide personalized healthcare services, sev-

eral recommendation technologies are implemented in heath

care applications. In [4], Duan et al. use correlations among

nursing diagnoses, outcomes and interventions to create a

recommender system for constructing nursing care plans.

In [5], Kim et al. develop a personalized u-healthcare service

system providing item recommendation based on context-

aware model. In [6], Chen et al. design a diet recommendation

system which has the expert knowledge of three high chronic

diseases and recommend suitable foods for users according to

their health information.

Although these earlier works demonstrate the value of

personalized healthcare service, most of them recommend

healthcare just from low-dimensional data, especially phar-

maceutical and commercial data. In this paper, we introduce

some algorithms of personalized recommendation system and

analyze the advantages and disadvantages of recommenda-

tion based on collaborative filtering algorithm. Furthermore,

we propose a novel cloud-based medicine recommendation

(COMER) to help patients to find accurate medicine on the

Internet. More specifically, this paper makes the following

contributions in COMER.

• We propose a basic COMER based on clustering and

collaborative recommendation algorithms to provide cus-

tomers with sufficient guidelines.

• We improve the basic COMER with implementation of

tensor decomposition to support validate and professional

COMER based on massive and sparse drug data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We

present significant proposed personalized recommendation

technologies and healthcare integration network proposal in

Section II. In Section III, we introduce K-means clustering

and tensor decomposition, which are the key mathematical

methods used in COMER. Section IV describes our pro-

posal for medicine recommendation. Section V shows the

performance of our proposal via experimental results and

analysis comparing with collective filtering algorithm. Finally,



Section VI concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

With the increase of information on the internet, the problem

of information overload is becoming more and more serious,

thus the personalized recommendation system [7] [8] [9] are

emerged to help people find the content of interest much more

fast.

The e-commerce recommendation system is defined as:

use the e-commerce sites to provide product information and
recommendations to clients, thus to help users decide what
goods to buy, which simulates the process of sales assistance
of purchasing goods to customers.

The personalized recommendation technology is the core

technology in electronic commerce recommendation system,

which determines the effect and the performance of the

recommendation system.

The collaborative filtering recommendation is one of the

most studied personalized recommendation technology, which

uses the similarity based on users or items to recommend.

In [10], Barragns-Martłnez et al. use collaborative filtering

recommendation mixed with singular value decomposition

algorithm to recommend TV program and has reached an

unprecedented effect. In [11], Cai et al. use collaborative

filtering algorithm to do the personalized recommendation for

social network users, and make accurate predictions for a

person’s dating tendency.

The content-based recommendation is to learn the user’s in-

terest based on the characteristics of the user’s past behaviors,

and do the recommendation according to the matching degree

of the user’s interest and the items to be predicted, such as the

news recommendation system. In [12], Lops et al. have done

some overview introduction of recommendation system based

on items’ content.

The knowledge based recommendation usually need the

support of knowledge in the certain field related to the items.

In [13], Carrer-Neto et al. use the expert knowledge in the

field of films to do some personalized recommendation of the

movies that users may be interested in and have achieved a

good result.

The association rule-based recommendation usually appears

in transaction data analysis, which uses the association rules

to discover the inner link of recommended objects and do the

personalized recommendation. The discovery of association

rules is very time-consuming, but can be solved by off-

line data analysis. In [4], Duan et al. analyze the patient’s

information by using the correlation data mining algorithms,

and recommend the best treatment options for patients. This is

a new try of recommendation algorithm in the medical field,

which is very promising.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. K-means clustering algorithm

Clustering is a method of data mining [14], which is

commonly used in data analysis; K-means [15] is also a

clustering method that is widely used, the goal is to divide

the data points into k clusters, find the center of each cluster,

and minimize the function

args min

k∑
i=1

∑
xj∈si

||xj − ui||2 (1)

where ui is the center of the cluster. This function requires

each data point to be as closer as possible to the cluster center

they belong to.

In order to get the center of each cluster, K-means performs

two operations iteratively. Firstly, it gives some k centers

randomly, and then classifies each data point to its nearest

center, so we will construct the k cluster.

However, it is obvious that the k center position is not

very accurate because of randomness. So it needs to bring the

cluster center to the average position of the internal data points

which are already got. In fact, the main task is to calculate the

extreme value of the above function under the circumstances

that each data point is classified already, and then construct a

new k clusters.

In this process, the position of the center point changes con-

stantly, and the structure of cluster is changing too. Through

many times of iteration, the k centers will eventually stop

moving and converge.

B. Tensor and tensor decomposition

Tensor is a spatial representation of a multidimensional

array, which behaves as the N-dimensional vector space. For

example, 3rd-order tensor can represent three kinds of data,

and each coordinate can represent one kind of data [16].

Matrix is represented by two-dimensional data, which can be

also comprehended as two-dimensional tensor. When there is

more than three-dimensional tensor data, it will be called the

higher-order tensor.

Through the tensor decomposition, we can use the values

in the three-dimensional tensor in different applications, such

as the field of predictive and personalized recommendation.

Tucker tensor decomposition: Tucker tensor decomposition

is a principal component analysis method of the high di-

mension data, and it decomposes the original tensor into the

product of a core tensor and a series of matrixes. Tensor

decomposition can do the dimension reduction in the process

of computing the core tensor.

Tucker decomposition theorem: a tensor A ∈ RI1×···×IN

can be expressed as

A = B × U (1) × U (2) × · · · × U (N) (2)



Fig. 1. Architecture of COMER

where B is the core tensor; U (1), U (2), · · · , U (N) are a

series of orthogonal matrixes. Due to the orthogonality of the

projection matrix U , core tensor B can be obtained by the

above equation

B = A× U (1)T × U (2)T × · · · × U (N)T (3)

One of the most successful application fields of tensor

model is the personalized label recommendation system, in

which the original collaborative filtering approach is lack of

scalability when faced the three-dimensional or more and can-

not reflect the complex relationship among multi-dimensional

data effectively, but the tensor model is a good solution to

these problems.

IV. DESIGN OF COMER

In Figure 1, it presents the architecture of COMER. In

Cloud, there are three important components.

• Drug Database: The detail information of various drugs

have been collected from online drug store and social

networks. In the database, it doesn’t only store all the

drug data, but also preprocesses the drug data, such as

cleaning data, clustering drugs according to their feature,

indications and other characteristics.

• Modeling Server: In modeling server, according to drug

details and customer rating, we establish a offline recom-

mendation model based on tensor. While a new drug or

customer rating updates, the models will be rebuilt.

• Recommendation Server: While the end user inputs some

keywords, such as drug name, symptoms, etc., recom-

mendation server finds top-N relative drugs in drug

database through recommendation model.

In the progress of medicine recommendation, we firstly

use the vector space model (VSM) [17] to format the drug

character according to the description of drug information and

K-means algorithm to cluster drugs, and then use the user eval-

uation to do the collaborative filtering recommendation. After

that, according to the shortage of the collaborative filtering

recommendation, we propose the medicine recommendation

model based on tensor decomposition.

A. Drug Clustering

Firstly we cluster drugs according to its treatment efficacy,

the purpose of clustering is classify these drugs into different

groups, then we can provide the essential drugs list that

corresponds with the condition that the user input, which will

facilitate personalized recommendation in the next step.

In this paper, we use the vector space model that is common-

ly used in information retrieval to represent each drug. Its main

idea is: each of the drugs are mapped into a point of the vector

space by a standardized set of orthogonal vectors. All drugs

can be represented by terms vector (T1,W1,T2,W2,...Tn,Wn)in

the space( Ti is feature word; Wi is the weight of Ti). Here we

consider the feature vector as the subset of disease symptoms

that this drug can cure.

First of all, we should count all the terms of the medicine

description, and take them as a dictionary after removing all

the stop words, then calculate the weight of drug words which

appeared in the dictionary by using the method tf-idf [18] to

obtain the representation of each drugs feature vector. The tf-

idf which corresponds to the jth word in the dictionary and in

the description of the jth drug is:

TF−IDF (tk, dj) = TF (tk, dj) · log N

nk
(4)

where TF(tk,dj) is the number of times of the kth word in

the description of drug j, and nk is the drug number of all the

drug descriptions include the kth word.

After obtaining the feature vector of each drug, we cluster

the drugs by using the k-means algorithm, and set the sample

clustering into k clusters. The pseudo code of the drug

clustering is given in Algorithm 1.

B. Drug Collaborative Recommendation based on User S-
coring

The clustering in the above step is to prepare data for

collaborative recommendation in the following. Every time

when an user input the illness symptom, he can get some

closest drug classifications according to the clustering and

obtain a drug list which is most suitable to the users needs. In

the base of the drug list, we extract all the users scoring of the



Algorithm 1 Drug Clustering

begin
Randomly select k cluster centroid points as u1, u2, · · ·, uk ∈ Rn

loop
for each sample i

loop
for each cluster j, calculate the distance between sample i and cluster

j: dj=distance(x(i),uj )

end loop
select the cluster that sample i belongs to based on the dj , j = 1, · · ·, k
loop

for each cluster j, recalculate the centroid of the cluster

end loop
the iteration count n plus one

end loop

drugs and construct a User - Drug scoring matrix , and then

do the collaborative recommendation by the scoring matrix as

following:

1) User Similarity Calculation: Calculate similarity be-

tween users(we use Pearson distance) is shown in E-

quation (5):

sim(a, b) =

∑
i∈I (Ra,i −Ra)(Rb,i −Rb)√∑

i∈I (Ra,i −Ra)
2 ∗∑i∈I (Ra,i −Rb)

2

(5)

where I is the set of all the items, Ra,i and Rb,i represent

the score of the object i which are given by user a and

user b respectively, Ra and Rb represent the average

score of user a and user b respectively.

2) Calculation of Predicted Value: We predict the items that

havent been scored by the given user according to the

similarity between users that has been calculated before,

and here we use the method of weight sum. We do the

weight sum to the score of object i which is given by

the similar users of the given user u, while the weight

is the similarity of user u and each similar user, and

calculate the score of object i of the given user u. The

equation is shown in Equation (6).

Pu,i =

N∑
j

(su,j ∗Rj,i)

N∑
j

(|su,j |)
(6)

where N is the number of similar users, Su,j is the

similarity of user u and user j, Rj,i is the score of object

i given by user j. Calculate all the drugs that havent been

scored by the given user and recommend the top-N drugs

that have the highest predicted score.

However, with the rapid growth of user number, the

recommendation system input data set also increased

and there comes a big challenge to the collaborative

filtering recommendation algorithm. Also the collabo-

rative filtering cannot solve the cold start problem and

data sparsity problem, so we proposed the personalized

medicine recommendation model based on tensor de-

composition.

C. Recommendation based on Tensor Decomposition

In order to overcome the problem above, we propose the

medicine recommendation algorithm based on tensor decom-

position, which use the “User-Item-Tag” three tuple to model

an third-order tensor. And then users receive personalized

recommendations based on extracted core tensor according

to the drugs predicted score. The main algorithm flow is

shown below, wherein the data pre-process is completed in

the previous stage.

Fig. 2. Model flow chart

1) Tensor Modeling: In this paper, we propose a weight

tensor representation based on users scoring, considering the

weights of user, drug, drug tag and user scoring. We obtain a

weight wu,i,t of “User - Item - Tag” three tuple, then when

constructing the tensor model, we can take the weight wu,i,t

as one of the elements of tensor to do the modeling.

The weight wu,i,t is calculated through the following

method, first of all, cluster all the drugs by the K-means

algorithm that mentioned in the above chapter, each of the

drugs is mapped into a point of the vector space by a

standardized set of orthogonal vectors, to the given users,

drugs, drug tags, using the weight of labels in each drug to

multiply the score of drug given by the user, we can obtain

the wu,i,t .

We define U as user set, I as drug set, T as label set of a

certain drug, Ri,j as the score of drug j given by user i, Ti,j,k

as the weight of user i , drug j , tag k in the feature vector,

and
∑
k

Ti,j,k = 1. wi,j,k represents the weight of the given

user, drug and the drugs certain label in three-order tensor,

wi,j,k = Ri,j • Ti,j,k, i ∈ U, j ∈ I, k ∈ T . So we have the

tensor model as shown in Figure 3.

2) Tensor Decomposition and Recommendation: Here we

get some new elements by the tensor decomposition according

to the tensor decomposition method. The new elements repre-

sent the predict score that the users give to the drugs according

to certain tags, so we can use the two dimensions of “User-



Tag” in the three-order tensor to recommend the top-N drugs

which have the highest scores.

As shown in Figure 4, some new elements change from zero

to the nonzero through the tensor decomposition, according to

the weight of new elements obtained in the picture, we can

provide the Top-N medicine recommendation list to the given

users.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Data Source

The dataset has been crawled from the online drug

store walgreens (http://www.walgreens.com/) in March,

2014, including 21,559 evaluation records of 8,163 drugs

from 6,071 customers. (This dataset can be dowload at:

http://www.datatang.com/data/46261) The attributes of each

data record includes drug name, drug description, user name,

gender, age, and user score. Data has been preprocessed at first,

and the datasets after removing the shortened data is shown

in Table I:

B. Experimental Evaluation Standard

This paper uses the accuracy and recall rate as the evaluation

index, which are most commonly used in the recommendation

system. In the progress of experiment, we take some users’

Fig. 3. “User-Item-Tag” three tuple tensor

Fig. 4. After tensor decomposition

”user-drug-tag” three tuple as the test sets, for each user,

we can get the Top-N medicine recommendation list which

is obtained by tensor decomposition, then we check whether

the drug is in the recommendation list with the given users

and tags, accuracy calculation function is presented in Equa-

tion (7):

Precision =

M∑
i=1

hitmedicinei
N

M
(7)

where M is the predicted user number, hitmedicinei is

the three tuple number(drugs corresponded with corresponding

labels) of the recommendation list.

Recall rate calculation function is shown in Equation (8)

Recall =

M∑
i=1

hitmedicinei
Hi

M
(8)

where M is the predicted user number,hitmedicinei is the

triple number(drugs corresponded with corresponding labels)

in the recommendation list, Hi is real triple number of each

user.

Finally, we use F1 evaluation method to weigh the e-

valuation recommendation results effect wholly as shown in

Equation (9).

F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
(9)

C. Results and Analysis

Fig. 5. The accurate rate of Tensor and CF

In this paper, we mainly use Python language and Matlab

platform to implement the collaborative filtering and tensor

decomposition algorithm.

TABLE I

MODEL ENERGY CONSUMPTION PARAMETER

Data Set Drug Evaluation User Number Drug Number

Number

Original Data 21,559 6,071 8,163

After pretreatment 20,397 5,827 7,901



Firstly, we cluster the drugs according to drug feature vector

got from drug description, and here we take the cluster number

as 20. The elements in the feature vector are expressed as

symptom tags in accordance with each user and each drug.

We selected 2000 evaluation data randomly as the test set in

advance, while the rest of the data are as the training set.

In the progress of users’ collaborative filtering recommen-

dation, we first select all the relevant user - drug evaluation

data according to test set users symptoms tags and construct a

score matrix of “user-drug” who have evaluated these drugs,

Considering the sparsity of the matrix, here we use the

SVD method to reduce the dimension of the matrix, in the

experiment part, we compared the result of whether use SVD

or not. After we get the evaluate score matrix, we can calculate

the similarity of the other users with the given user, and then

use 10 most similarity users to calculate all the drugs which

havent been scored by the given user, then recommend the

top-N drugs with the highest predicted score.

We choose the core tensor of core = (6∗6∗6) to decompose

in the tensor decomposition, then we keep the element more

than 0.1 in the approximate tensor we have got.

Fig. 6. The recall rate of Tensor and CF

Fig. 7. The F1 index of Tensor and CF

According to the different length of recommendation list 1,

3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30, we get the comparison of ex-

perimental results of collaborative filtering (CF), collaborative

filtering(CF) with SVD and tensor decomposition (Tensor).

Experimental results show that, the tensor recommendation

accuracy is higher than collaborative filtering when the recom-

mend length is less than 10. And the accuracy is decreasing

as the denominator increases obviously.

From the experimental results, we can see that when dealing

with large amounts of sparse data, the recommendation list

obtained based on tensor decomposition is better than col-

laborative filtering algorithm; but when the recommendation

is more than 10, the accuracy declines quickly due to the

proximity of the new elements after the tensor decomposition.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have proposed an approach with clustering

and collaborative recommendation algorithms to meet the

challenge of purchasing medicine online without sufficient

instruction. On this basis, we have proposed COMER based on

tensor decomposition considering the shortage of collaborative

filtering when dealing with massive and sparse medicine data.

Furthermore, we have shown that COMER can provide a valid,

reliable, and effective medicine recommendation according to

each customer’s demand.

For future work, we will investigate how to improve the

accuracy of COMER via combination with user’s more char-

acters such as age, geography and other factors.
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